Background- Colombia1
Colombia is a large South American country (48 million, 2016 est.) with a history of intense
economic and political conflict that has repeatedly deteriorated into civil war and widespread
violence.
Since the colonial era, Colombia has struggled with intense political conflict between its elite
and underlying class and ethnic tensions. Prior to the arrival of the Spanish in the 1500s,
Colombia was lightly populated by small-scale farmers of mostly Chibcha indigenous descent.
The Spanish quickly assimilated or wiped out most indigenous peoples through enslavement and
disease, then imported African slaves to mine and perform agricultural labor. The population
became divided into a mestizo (white and indigenous) middle class, an impoverished AfroColombian minority, and a Creole (white) elite. In the 1700s, the Creole enjoyed the fruits of the
enlightenment, including universities, newspapers, and theaters, and gradually came to support
free trade, democracy, and independence. When Napoleon invaded Spain in 1808, Colombian
elites seized the opportunity to rebel alongside their compatriots in Venezuela, Ecuador, and
Panama. Following independence, Venezuela and Ecuador quickly split into independent states
but Colombia and Panama remained united under the leadership of wealthy Creole independence
leader Francisco de Paula Santander.
Throughout the 1800s and early 1900s, political tensions among Colombian elites grew and
frequently erupted into violence. After Santander’s death, Colombia’s leadership quickly split
between the Liberals, who supported a federalist government with a limited role for the Catholic
Church, and the Conservatives, who supported a centralized government with a strong role for
the Catholic Church. This division would be at the root of many subsequent violent periods that
marred Colombian history.
First was the War of a Thousand Days (1899-1903), which killed between 60,000 and 130,000
people, and was swiftly followed by the exit of Panama from the union. It erupted again during
the so-called La Violencia (1946-1964), which killed at least 200,000, featured a corrupt
dictatorship by independent populist Gustavo Rojas Pinilla (1953-1957), and was concluded with
an agreement between the Liberals and Conservatives to share power to the exclusion of other
parties.
As the elites fought, class and ethnic tensions simmered, too. In the 1850s, a Liberal government
freed the few remaining slaves and ended communal indigenous land ownership, a devastating
blow to indigenous peoples that allowed a small elite to consolidate ownership of most lands and
reduced much of the population to tenant farmers. Beginning in the 1930s, the Liberals
backtracked, establishing programs to transfer ownership of land from absentee landlords to the
tenants who actually farmed it. However, neither the Liberals nor the Conservatives were
effective at controlling growing unemployment and inflation and, beginning in the 1970s,
impoverished rural farmers increasingly turned to growing marijuana and then cocaine, spurring
the growth of sophisticated and vicious drug cartels.
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In the 1960s and 1970s, groups on all sides began consolidating into armed factions.
Disillusioned leftists formed Communist guerilla groups such as the Soviet-inspired
Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia,
“FARC”) and the smaller Cuban-inspired National Liberation Army (Ejército de Liberación
Nacional, “ELN”). Likewise, a small core of Pinilla supporters remained outraged by his
removal from power and became convinced that only electoral fraud could have caused him to
lose the April 19, 1962 elections, prompting them to form the April 19 Movement (Movimiento
de Abril 19, “M-19”). Guerillas sought political concessions by kidnapping politicians and raised
funds by extorting ransoms and protection fees from both ordinary civilians and drug traffickers.2
ELN became known for planting improvised explosive devices and FARC become notorious for
recruiting and kidnapping child soldiers as young as eight.3 To combat the guerillas, the
Colombian government authorized the military to arm and train private citizens as paramilitary
self-defense groups, ultimately consolidated under the umbrella organization United SelfDefense Forces of Colombia (Autodefensas Unidas de Colombia, “AUC.”)4 However, the
paramilitaries viciously massacred guerillas and civilians alike, emulated the guerillas’ extortion
of protection fees, and participated even more extensively than the guerillas in drug trafficking.5
By the 1980s, the government had lost control and Colombia had deteriorated into vicious
fighting between left-wing guerillas, right-wing paramilitaries, the military, and drug cartels. In
1985, M-19 stormed Colombia’s Supreme Court, the Palace of Justice. The Colombian military
retook the Palace with tanks, machine guns, and grenades, starting fires that burned to death
guerillas and hostages alike. After retaking the Palace, the military arrested, tortured, and killed
both real and suspected guerillas.6 As the 1980s continued, the military also began murdering
peaceful activists, such an indigenous leader and members of a teacher’s union.7 Meanwhile,
paramilitary groups combined attacks on suspected guerillas with extortion of civilians. In 1987,
a paramilitary group murdered nineteen tradesmen who transported goods between Colombia
and Venezuela, partly because the paramilitary suspected the tradesmen of importing arms for
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guerilla groups and partly because the tradesmen refused to pay the paramilitary’s “tax.”8 When
fifteen judicial officers attempted to investigate, the paramilitary group kidnapped and shot them
all, killing twelve.9 The paramilitary sent death threats to the three survivors and murdered three
witnesses and one investigator of the massacre.10 The murders of the tradesmen and those who
sought to investigate their deaths proved to be a precursor of things to come.
Throughout the 1990s, paramilitary groups repeatedly massacred civilians with tacit or explicit
military support. In 1990, paramilitary members kidnapped, tortured, and murdered forty-three
men suspected of stealing cattle on behalf of a guerilla group, severing men’s ears and genitals
and gouging out their eyes before beating them to death.11 In 1996, police and military stood by
as paramilitary members engaged in a five month spree of murder and theft, stealing goods and
livestock, kidnapping seventeen people for two weeks to herd stolen cattle, setting fire to entire
villages, and shooting, stabbing, and torturing to death nineteen people, often in front of their
families and communities.12 A local politician who spoke out against the violence was forced to
flee, then tracked down by paramilitary members and shot to death in front of family members.13
In 1997, over a hundred paramilitary members flew into a rural airport, tortured and murdered
the airport dispatchers, and then were driven by the military to the nearby village of Mapiripán.
Once there, the paramilitary members donned military uniforms to raid homes throughout the
village, torturing, killing, and dismembering an estimated forty-nine suspected FARC
sympathizers.14 Also in 1997, the military recruited paramilitary groups to help rescue ten
marines and four foreigners kidnapped by guerillas. The paramilitary groups drove out over
3,500 Afro-Colombian villagers, attacking them with small arms and grenades, setting fire to
their homes, and decapitating at least one suspected guerilla in front of his neighbors. The local
government then gave forestry companies permits to begin logging on the villager’s abandoned
land. When the government resettled the villagers, paramilitary members visited displaced
person encampments to search for suspected guerillas and conducted a several hundred man
armed raid on their new village.15
Members of the military also directly attacked and killed civilians, sometimes while attempting
to enforce government policies and sometimes for personal gain. In 1996, soldiers beat and tear
gassed coca growers protesting a controversial U.S.-backed coca fumigation campaign, then
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attacked a journalist filming them. The journalist escaped and aired his tape on the news but
subsequent death threats forced him to seek asylum in the United States.16 In 1998, the military
caught guerilla drug-traffickers attempting to land a plane near the village of Santo Domingo and
dropped a cluster bomb on the village, killing sixteen people, including six children, and injuring
twenty-seven people, including ten children.17 Similarly, in 1991, military officers conducting a
helicopter raid accidentally shot a six-year-old boy on his way to school then, to cover up the
incident, murdered a teacher and four or five other witnesses and dressed them as guerillas.18
Over time, the practice of disguising dead civilians as guerillas escalated into the “false
positives” scandal, in which members of the military murdered civilians for the sole purpose of
inflating the number of guerillas they had killed and winning raises and promotions.19 Other
members of the military abused their power for personal vendettas. In 1994, a member of the
military police’s National Anti-Extortion and Kidnapping Unit (Unidad Nacional Antiextorsión y
Secuestro, “UNASE”) suspected a taxi driver of blackmailing his cousin, also a former member
of the military. The two men forced the taxi driver to sign a confession by handcuffing him to a
watertank in the basement of a UNASE building for three hours and burning his genitals with
matches.20
Beginning in the 1980s, successive presidents actively sought to negotiate peace deals but
continuing violence repeatedly stalled their efforts. In 1982, President Belisario Betancur Cuartas
signed an amnesty law and, over the next few years, persuaded M-19 and FARC to agree to
cease-fires and to join the mainstream political process as the M-19 Democratic Alliance
(Alianza Democrática M-19, “ADM-19”) and Patriotic Union (Unión Patriótica, “UP”). UP
politicians enjoyed electoral success but were routinely assassinated. During the 1990
presidential campaign, drug traffickers assassinated two successive UP candidates, the ADM-19
candidate, and a Liberal candidate.21 In 1994, members of the military and paramilitary gunned
down UP Senator Manuel Cepeda Vargas, effectively ending UP’s participation in the political
process.22 Meanwhile, ADM-19 quietly faded as its politicians joined mainstream parties.23 In
contrast, the drug traffickers’ attacks on the Liberal candidates backfired, rallying support for
hardline anti-drug Liberal Cesar Gaviria, who used his presidency to dismantle the Medellin drug
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cartel. The Cali cartel was dismantled during the presidency of Gaviria’s successor Ernesto
Samper Pizano but Conservative presidential candidate Andrés Pastrana accused Samper’s own
campaign of accepting money from Cali and drove him out of office. Like Gaviria before him,
Pastrana negotiated extensively with FARC and ELN but FARC manipulated the peace talks to
gain a respite from government attacks while continuing to commit attacks itself.24 In 2002,
Pastrana finally called off negotiations after FARC hijacked a plane and kidnapped a Senator but
he was too late to avoid being replaced by ultraconservative Álvaro Uribe Vélez, whose father
had been killed by guerillas and who promised to take a “firm hand” against them.25
Surprisingly, Uribe’s harsh policies ultimately set the stage for a successful peace process under
his successor, Juan Manuel Santos.26 Uribe took aggressive military action against FARC and
initiated negotiations with AUC, supporting amnesty laws that offered paramilitary members
reduced sentences in exchange for demobilizing, confessing to their crimes, and helping to locate
the bodies of their victims.27 Human rights groups complained that the amnesty was too lenient
and motivated by Uribe’s own ties to paramilitary groups. These ties exploded most dramatically
in 2007’s “parapolitics” scandal when Uribe’s second cousin was arrested and his foreign
minister resigned following the exposure of their close connections with paramilitaries.28
Nevertheless, the amnesty law persuaded tens of thousands of AUC members and smaller
numbers of guerillas to demobilize and the military’s success against FARC created space for
further peace talks.29 In 2010, Vélez was termed out and succeeded by his more moderate former
defense minister, Juan Manuel Santos. In 2013, over Uribe’s vehement objections, Santos
initiated new negotiations with FARC, vowing that he had learned from Pastrana’s mistakes.30
Talks proceeded haltingly and cease-fires were periodically interrupted by continued FARC
kidnappings and government bombings of FARC camps. Voters also dealt the peace process a
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serious blow in October 2016 when they narrowly rejected a proposed peace deal they felt was
too lenient towards FARC.31 Nevertheless, Santos received the Noble Peace Prize for his efforts
to resolve the conflict and the Colombian government and FARC signed a revised, less lenient
peace deal in November.32 Today, serious human rights problems persist, with police and the
military continuing to engage in arbitrary arrests and torture and guerillas continuing to engage
in kidnappings and bombings.33 However, Colombia’s Attorney General has slowly begun
prosecuting violence by the police, military, and paramilitaries, obtaining high profile
convictions in “false positive” cases and hundreds more convictions in other homicides.34
Meanwhile, FARC forces are demobilizing and ELN forces are negotiating with the government
for a peace deal of their own.35 A fragile peace is finally in sight.
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